WOODRIDGE PREPARATORY HAIR POLICY
BOYS HAIR POLICY
1. A boy’s hair must be kept neat, combed and clean
2. A boy’s hair should maintain its natural look under all circumstances
3. A boy’s hair should not draw attention to itself. No patterns or lines may be shaved or
styled into his hair and hair may not show steps or have distinctive levels of thickness.
4. Boy’s may not use gel or any artificial products
5. Hair must not overlap his ears, touch the collar and must be off the eyebrows when brushed
forward
6. Sideburns may not extend past halfway down the ear.
7. Hair may not be highlighted or be coloured
8. The School reserves the right to send a boy home to have his hair cut to regulation.
9. Should a boy’s hair style be in contravention of the school policy, a period of 3 (three) days
will be given to bring the boys hair to the school’s standards
10. The School reserves the right to send a boy home to have his hair cut to regulation, if his
hair has not been cut to our school policy within 3 (three) days
11. The school reserves the right to remove a boy from a sports fixture if his hair does not
conform to the school’s hair policy.
GIRLS HAIR POLICY
1. Girls are expected to keep their hair clean, neat and tidy at all times when in school
uniform.
2. Hair should be tied using regulation hair accessories, namely brown or white hairbands or
elastics.
3. Accessories may only be functional. Decorative accessories are prohibited.
4. The overall appearance of the hair must be neat and presentable
5. Braids, cornrows, and dreadlocks are allowed. Braids should be uniform. Braids and
extensions must be the same colour as the pupil’s natural hair.
6. Dyed, coloured or highlighted hair is prohibited.
7. Eccentric hairstyles that draw undue attention to the girls are not allowed
8. Hair should be secured neatly and cover the entire head. No section of the hair should be
shaved. An afro is allowed as long as it is neat and clean.
9. Hair should be away from the face and should not obstruct vision, including braids,
cornrows and dreadlocks using regulation hair accessories.
10. Wigs are only permitted for medically sanctioned conditions
11. Straightening of hair is permitted.
12. Hair must fit neatly into a swimming cap and under a cycling helmet.

